
 
SmartSky Names Industry Veteran David Helfgott CEO 
October 13, 2020 
Mobile Broadband Exec to Lead Upcoming Transition to Operating 
Company 

Research Triangle, NC – October 13, 2020 – SmartSky Networks 
today announced that mobile broadband communications technology 
executive David Helfgott has been named CEO, reflecting the 
company’s upcoming transition from the development and 
deployment stage to an operational aviation broadband 
communications services and products company. 

“On behalf of both the SmartSky board and management, I am 
delighted to welcome David to our team, reflecting our longstanding 
company plan. His extensive technology and mobile communications 

experience will help us ensure that all of our operations reflect the high level of quality set 
by our transformational connectivity technology,” said Haynes Griffin, outgoing CEO who 
will remain as Executive Chairman. 

“I am honored to be selected to lead SmartSky at this exciting inflection point,” said SmartSky 
CEO Helfgott. “When you look at SmartSky’s unique positioning and expansive patent 
portfolio, it highlights the company’s incredible potential and culture of sustained 
innovation. Since COVID-19 first began to impact the inflight communications industry, 
SmartSky has proven its resilience in many ways, having added more than 40 patents since 
January 2020, successfully defended its IP from a challenge brought by an industry 
incumbent, closed on funding of more than $50 million in additional equity and debt, and 
overhauled its radio technology supply chain on the way to completing the deployment and 
launch of its network next year.” 

Helfgott most recently was President & CEO of phased-array antenna developer Phasor, 
which was recently acquired by Hanwha Systems.  Prior to this, he held several senior 
executive roles including President & CEO of Inmarsat Government; President of Tactical 
Wireless Communications for Cobham; President & CEO of Datapath and President & CEO of 
SES Government. 

Haynes Griffin, who has been SmartSky’s Chairman and CEO since 2013, also was the 
founding CEO of Vanguard Cellular and a past Chairman of CTIA, a major wireless industry 
trade association. 

SmartSky is reinventing connectivity, building a next-generation inflight WiFi network from 
the ground up.  The company also is developing pioneering aviation data products to 



improve safety and efficiency while providing the industry with novel ancillary revenue 
sources. SmartSky’s unique single-beam-per-aircraft inflight WiFi approach is backed by 190 
patents and over 1,000 hours of flight testing. 

 

About SmartSky Networks 

SmartSky Networks, based in North Carolina’s Research Triangle, was formed in 2011 by 
senior telecommunications and aviation executives seeking to transform aviation through 
disruptive communications technologies and related tools. SmartSky is rolling out its 
innovative air-to-ground network in 2021. The network takes advantage of patented 
spectrum reuse, advanced beamforming technologies and 60 MHz of spectrum for 
significantly enhanced connectivity. SmartSky’s network uniquely enables a productive 
experience in the air similar to on the ground, including unmatched capacity for data 
transmissions both to and from the aircraft. This real-time, low latency, bidirectional data 
link makes SmartSky the best in-flight user experience, and a key enabler for the new and 
enhanced apps, services, and hardware. 
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